Step 1. Connect the dots to see how Uga X gives a high five.
Step 2. Color it in.
Step 1. Connect the dots and finish the drawing of UGA's mascot.
Step 2. Color him in.
Step 1. Connect the dots and finish the drawing of the football helmet.
Step 2. Color it in.
Can you help Uga get to his doghouse?
Find the following words in the puzzle.

ARCH
ATHENS

BARK
GEORGIA

GLORY
GODAWGS

HAIRYDAWG
UGA

P D N I Y S I S H L G B
B D X E G E O R G I A A
A R C H D V K R D X G R
H A I R Y D A W G M L K
Y T A T H E N S L E O L
H T S B Q T R S F D R F
A U G A L U U Y T Y Y Q
D S Q O G O D A W G S Z